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How did we attend the workshop?

In person a*endance
65

Remote a*endance
157

Total participants: 222



How did we attend the workshop?

In person a*endance
65

Remote a*endance
157

Total participants: 222

Higher attendance in 
the training sessions 
than the conference 
part of the workshop



Where do we come from?



Where do we come from?

Total RemoteIn-person

Europe
76

France
13

World
68Europe

31 France
31

World
3

Europe
107

France
44

World
71



Associate member
9

Full member
47

Not a member
9

Are we part of the LISA Consortium?

Associate member
52

Full member
98

Not a member
72

Total

In-person

Associate member
43

Full member
51

Not a member
63

Remote



Postdoc
33

PhD student
49

Master / Undergraduate student
29

Faculty / Research staff
44

Engineer / Technical staff
2

Postdoc
54

PhD student
67

Master / Undergraduate student
30

Faculty / Research staff
59

Engineer / Technical staff
12

Postdoc
21

PhD student
18

Master / Undergraduate student
1

Faculty / Research staff
15

Engineer / Technical staff
10

What is our job?

Total

In-person

Remote



Feedback
We, the organisers, are very interested in getting your 
feedback on the workshop


This will help us writing a report that will determine 
whether we will get fundings for similar and/or follow-up 
initiatives


Please help us improving future events and let us know 
what should we highlight from this workshop


A form to collect anonymous feedback will be circulated 
to all participants



Feedback

• Did you like it? What did go well? What did go wrong?


• How can we improve the workshop?


• What other trainings can we offer in the future?


• What other topics related to LISA data analysis could 
we consider for the future? ML forever?


• Did you learn something from the workshop?


• Did the workshop help you establish new 
collaborations or reinforcing old ones?

What should we ask in the feedback form?



And see you soon!

Thank you!


